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**SCHEDULE: APRIL 2019**

**FRIDAY, APRIL 5**  
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service  
7:00 PM  Meditation – Room 34  

**SATURDAY, APRIL 6**  
9:00 AM  Torah Study  
10:30 AM  Bat Mitzvah of Samantha Golden  

**FRIDAY, APRIL 12**  
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship with House Band  
7:00 PM  Meditation – Room 32  
8:00 PM  The Well  

**SATURDAY, APRIL 13**  
9:00 AM  Torah Study  
9:50 AM  Mini Shabbat Morning  
10:30 AM  Bat Mitzvah of Ellery Hammerstrom  

**FRIDAY, APRIL 19**  
5:50-6:00 PM*  Erev Passover Shabbat Service  

**SATURDAY, APRIL 20**  
9:00 AM  Torah Study  
10:30 AM  Chapel Passover Service  

**FRIDAY, APRIL 26**  
10:30 AM  Passover Service/Yizkor  
6:00 PM  Shabbat Worship Service Honoring Volunteers  
7:00 PM  Meditation – Room 34  

**SATURDAY, APRIL 27**  
9:00 AM  Torah Study  
10:30 AM  B’not Mitzvah of Emerson & Kenzie Crow  

*Note earlier service time  

**TORAH & HAFTARAH:**

**APRIL 6**  
*Tazria*  

**APRIL 13**  
*Metzora*  
Leviticus 14:1-15:33, Malachi 3:4-24  

**APRIL 20**  
*Passover*  

**APRIL 27**  
*Acharei Mot* 1  
Passover In One Word

Those who opt for a shortened Passover seder often begin with a famous joke: All Jewish holidays can be reduced to three brief sentences: They tried to kill us; we won; let’s eat!

Nine words to tell the story of Passover (or most Jewish holidays for that matter) are quite economical, but I can do better! I can reduce the Passover story to a singular word.

The word is **adam**—person. To truly understand the word **adam** (human being) we have to look at the foundational text of the Hagaddah that explains why this holy season is central to us as Jews. *Chayav adom lirot et atzmo ki’eelehu hu yatza mi’mitzraim*—each person is obligated to see herself or himself as if she or he personally went forth from Egypt. That sentence is the essence of Passover. Once a year we gather together at our seder tables not only to remember Passover but to relive it. We are reminded that had God not taken our ancestors out of Egypt we might still be there today. By tasting the bitter herbs and munching on history in the shape of matzah, we experience both slavery and freedom.

But here’s the rub. The Passover story is not only about us. It’s no accident that the key passage in the Haggadah begins with the phrase “each person is obligated.” It doesn’t say “everyone at the table is obligated” nor does it say “every Jew is obligated” to see him or herself as if he or she went forth from Egypt. The Haggadah uses the word **adam** (every human), and there is no more universal or inclusive word than **adam**. Each of us is a **ben adom**—a human being who is literally the child of Adam.

The first human is called **adam** not because his name is Adam, but because he was the first human being. We have, after all, another Hebrew word for a man (**ish**). **Adam** is a generic term that includes all human beings. **Adam** is of this world and represents every human being. **Adam** is a frail creature who came forth from the earth and will eventually return to the earth.

When we say “every **adam**” at our Passover seders, we are saying that the story of the Exodus is not more than our personal and national saga as Jews. If it is the story of every person, then it ought to remind us loudly and clearly that before we can be Jews we must understand what it means to be a human being. The story of the Exodus is the story of cruelty that human beings sometimes show towards one another. It reminds us that we are humans first who have a responsibility to every other human on the planet.

The story of the Exodus, then, is a paradigm. It is not about our unique experience as a nation but about our experiences as human beings. We Jews do not have a monopoly on suffering and oppression. Every page of human history has known blood and tears, and we cannot close our eyes to pain when human suffering exists.

The beauty of Passover is that, by telling our own stories, we become aware of our connection to other people; we are also challenged to develop a deep sense of empathy for all human beings who are subject to suffering and victims of injustice. As we celebrate at our seders this year, let us speak the only word that really matters at this moment: **adam**. We are all human beings. We cannot be Jews if we are not humans first. We cannot tell our own stories unless we are willing to live our stories in the present. Elie Wiesel teaches that the opposite of love is not hate, it is indifference. This year, let us speak this word and remember that it includes all of us: **adam**.

Karen and I wish you a zissen Pesach—from our home to yours.

Rabbi Peter S. Berg
B’NEI MITZVAH

APRIL 6
Samantha Golden
Daughter of Juliet Asher Golden & Michael Golden

APRIL 13
Ellery Iris Miller Hammerstrom
Daughter of Tracey Miller & Jeffrey Hammerstrom

APRIL 27
Emerson Bleu Crow
Daughter of Jordana & Kevin Crow

APRIL 27
Kenzie Rose Crow
Daughter of Jordana & Kevin Crow

MAY THEIR MEMORY
BE FOR A BLESSING
Our Heartfelt Sympathy to the Families of:
Arnold Freedman (father of Wayne Freedman)
Lidia Mamaeva (mother of Tatyana Dovidovskii)
Ann Seltzer Jones (mother of Robin Phillips)
Arnold Barron (brother of Elaine Alexander)
Millie Heppen (mother of Ben Warshaw)

NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Molly Fargotstein & Cody Sanders
Lendy Fedors
Scarlett Fedors
Sandra & Neil Gladstone
Annie & Jeremy Herman
Ellen & Barry Hyman
Jeni & Janine Santillo
Hallie Udelson & Matthew Kraus

MAZAL TOV!
Have good news to share?
Please email Katie Bass at kbass@the-temple.org.

Michael Morris for being recognized at the Atlanta Israel Bonds
Community Gala Dinner
Wedding of Tristyn Alexis Carusos and Jared Adam Reisman
Wedding of Brian Greenblat & Jenny Knothe and to parents
Barbara & George Grteenblat
Belinda and Andrew Richardson on the birth of son, Benjamin
and to big sister, Natalie.
Christine and Doug Wolf on the birth of their first grandchild,
Patrick Jeffrey Wolf
Birth of great-grandson, Benjamin Manning Rash to Gail Rones
Karen George for being honored as Temple Synagogue Hero at
the Spring Mitzvah for the Mikvah event by MACoM.
Another GRAND time at Grandfriends’ Day!
This past Grandfriends’ Day was our biggest and best yet! The morning started with a special welcome by Rabbi Berg and Temple President Janet Lavine. All the students then joined their Grandfriends for a very energetic Kabbalat Shabbat. Our wonderful teachers planned a classroom craft activity for the kiddos to complete with their Grandfriends. Everyone’s fine motor skills were put to the test! The morning was complete with professional photos for everyone to take home. We are so thankful for all who joined us—Our students are the luckiest and so well-loved!

Exciting Things Coming to WELC
The Temple is thrilled to announce some exciting things happening this summer in preparation for the 2019-20 Weinberg Early Learning Center school year:
- This August we are eagerly awaiting the arrival of our newest WELC students in our new infant program!
- The WELC will also be undergoing a renovation this summer, including:
  - A new fun and interactive reception area
  - Brighter halls with new plank flooring
  - Updated kitchens in both the Rosenberg and Zale Buildings
  - Paint and new furniture in all classrooms
  - State of the art infant and young toddler rooms
  - New 5 year old classrooms on the second floor
  - Outfitting for a future Pre-K STEAM lab
  - And much more...
- A continued commitment to providing the highest quality play-based and child-centered secular and Judaics preschool curriculum, fostered by our loving, dedicated and caring WELC staff and teachers.
Temple Sages – Mornings with Bob

Bob served as a reporter, producer, and news executive for CBS News where he worked with Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, Diane Sawyer and other important figures in broadcast journalism. He was nominated for a national Emmy award for his reporting in Central America. He later served as managing editor of CNN’s special projects documentary unit in Atlanta. As an independent documentary producer he produced a feature length documentary about the life of Ronald Reagan for MGM and Turner Broadcasting and award winning documentary projects for PBS’s News Hour, Entertainment Tonight and National Public Radio.

Israel At 70—Public Perceptions in The Media Age

6 weeks: Wednesdays, March 6–April 10, 2019 10:30 am–12:00 pm • Cost: $49

An examination of how public perceptions in both Israel and the United States over the past seventy years have shaped our understanding of a series of important Israeli historical events in a modern era dominated by feature film entertainment, historical documentary production and television.

RSVP to Joya Schmidt at jschmidt@the-temple.org or 404-873-1731. Questions? Contact Summer Jacobs at sjacobs@the-temple.org or 404-873-1731.

Support The Temple When You Shop at Kroger

Enroll your Kroger Plus card in the Kroger Community Rewards Program. Enrollment is easy and does not impact your savings. Visit www.kroger.com to sign in to your account and enroll using our NPO number: ST889. (NPO number has changed)

You must go through the online enrollment process. Have your Kroger Plus card handy. Once you have created an account, scroll down to the bottom of the page to the Community Rewards section. Put your information in and the search for the NPO number. The name you will see will be listed as “The Temple: THE HEBREW BENEVOLENT CONGREGATION.”

Every time you shop for groceries and swipe your card, The Temple automatically starts earning a rebate. You must swipe your registered Kroger Plus card or use the phone number that is related to the registered Kroger Plus card when shopping for each purchase to count.

To verify you are enrolled correctly, you will see The Temple’s name on the right side of your information page when applying the NPO number. Enrollment takes up to 7 days to start earning money towards The Temple community rewards.

Zaban Paradies Center Lunch Making

Sunday, April 7

Help us prepare lunches for the residents of the Zaban Paradies Center. Volunteers will be needed to donate items, make the lunches, and deliver them to the center. To RSVP or help coordinate, please contact Joya Schmidt at jschmidt@the-temple.org.

Sandwich Salon

Tuesday, April 9, 2019 • 11:45-1:15 pm

Added Touch Catering, founder Sandra Banks. Sandra began as a home cook—like most of us. But, her philosophy that “food brings people together and great food can make the occasion shine” led her to a professional career in the food industry. Added Touch Catering was founded in 1996, and she has been cooking for Atlanta ever since! Get some tips, hear some stories, go home with her new dinner ideas and some Passover hints as well. RSVP to Joya Schmidt at jschmidt@the-temple.org.

Well Done

Friday, April 12th • 6:30 pm

in the Temple Kitchen

Well Done continues this April with a new vision for a long time Pesach favorite. You'll have to join us if you want to find out more...

Well Done is a growing community dedicated to exploring Jewish culture through the lens of our cuisine: both new and traditional. Come join us on April 12th at 6:30 pm in the Temple Kitchen and learn to prepare a tasty dish, discover its history, and match it with a signature cocktail! Afterwards we’ll gather with the rest of the Well community to celebrate our creation with friends! To save yourself a spot in the kitchen reach out to Rabbi Kaye at Skaye@the-temple.org.

The Well

Friday, April 12th • 8:00 pm

Pesach might be just around the corner, but on April 12th we still have time to feed our bodies and spirits at The Well! Join us for a beautiful evening of community, diverse food and drink, original music, relevant conversation, and meaningful prayer. Happy Hour begins at 8pm. Come with spirit and leave with soul! Designed for Jewish Young Professionals but open to people of all ages, stages, faiths, and backgrounds; we hope that you’ll find your home here with us. To RSVP or if this is your first time at The Well please contact Summer Jacobs at sjacobs@the-temple.org.

Mini Shabbat

Saturday, April 13th • 9:30 am Worship Service, 10:00 am Bagels and Coffee, 10:30 am Playtime

Join us on Saturday, April 13th at 9:30 am as our puppets help us figure out how to cross the Red Sea. You won’t need a bathing suit but you will need your bravery! We begin in Covenant Chapel with our puppets, clergy, and friends for prayers and guitar music. Then, we move to the Motor Lobby for bagels, juice and coffee, followed by playtime on Sonia’s playgroup outside (weather...
permitting) or WELC indoor playground. Please dress casually. There is no fee or RSVP required. Questions? As always, please contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org.

Songs, stories, bagels, coffee & friends? An unbeatable Shabbat combination. We can’t wait to see you there!

SAGES—Join us for ...
A tour of Cyclorama: “The Big Picture,” followed by a guided tour of the Swan House and Lunch at The Swan Coach House with Rabbi Lydia Medwin
Wednesday, April 17
Bus departs at 9:30am
Cost: $20/pp (not including lunch)
On February 22, 2019, Atlanta History Center opened Cyclorama: The Big Picture, featuring the fully restored cyclorama painting, The Battle of Atlanta. At the center of this new multi-media experience is a 135-year-old hand-painted work of art that stands 49 feet tall, is longer than a football field, and weighs 10,000 pounds. This painting is one of only two cycloramas in the United States—the other being the Battle of Gettysburg cyclorama—making Atlanta home to one of America’s largest historic treasures. Two levels of exhibitions look at truths and myths of the Civil War, explore the untold stories of the painting, and examine the role movies and visual entertainment has on shaping perspectives of the Civil War.

Following our guided tour, we will have lunch at The Swan Coach house together. Lastly, we’ll enter the iconic blue doors of Atlanta’s Swan House and discover a world of culture, commerce, quality, and comfort. Constructed in 1928 at the end of the Jazz Age, the house missed the Depression by mere months. Pause for enamoring mansion views from the Swan House Lawn, stop by to see the classic cars - both luxurious and industrial, then meet the Inman family and travel back in time. Come join us for a day not to be missed!

Space is limited. Please RSVP to Joya Schmidt at 404-873-1731 or HYPERLINK "mailto:jschmidt@the-temple.org" jschmidt@the-temple.org by April 10. For questions, please contact Summer Jacobs at 404-873-1731 or HYPERLINK "mailto:sjacobs@the-temple.org" sjacobs@the-temple.org

Welcoming Elijah—A Relational Passover Experience
Friday, April 19
In lieu of a first night seder at The Temple this year, we are excited to present "Welcoming Elijah," a chance to meet new friends and make new memories. If you have a couple extra seats at your table this year, please tell us more about your seder. If you need a place for Seder this year, please let us know. For more information or to RSVP, visit www.the-temple.org/event/welcomingelijah2019.

Counting the Omer: Making Each Day Count
A Turbo-charged Temple Connect Experience
Monday, April 22 • 6:30-8:00 pm at The Temple
Wednesday, May 22 • 7:00-8:30 pm at the Home of Rabbi Medwin
Sunday, June 9 • 9:30-11:30 am at The Temple

*Includes daily reflections and weekly phone conference check-ins
The Omer is the time between Passover and Shavuot, known as an auspicious time for turning inward, a spring cleaning for the soul. Jewish tradition has created a kabbalah based framework, inspired by the biblical injunction to count each day during this time, through which we are able to explore the values of love, discipline, beauty, balance, and more. The goal is to move from unconsciously serving our baser selves into a revelation of what it means to serve our higher selves and even The Most High.

Questions? Contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org or 404-873-1731 if you’d like to join this turbo-charged Temple Connect small group experience.

Celebrating Our Leaders and Volunteers
Friday, April 26 • 5:00 pm; Nosh • 6:00 pm; Worship Service
Join us to celebrate our leaders and volunteers—YOU, who have given your time and energy towards creating a deeper and more meaningful filled Temple community. You have contributed so much and in such extraordinary ways that…there’s a book about it! Get your first glimpse into The Relational Judaism Handbook, co-authored by Rabbi Lydia Medwin, which shares the ways in which you are teaching Jewish around the country about engaging meaningfully in synagogue life. We cannot wait to celebrate you!

Temple Connect
For a complete listing of Temple Connect groups, visit www.temple-connect.com.
Joining a Temple Connect group is the best way to get to know a small group of people well. Formed around interests, needs, geography, demographic or profession, group meetings take place in the home, in an office, or anywhere in the city. Groups meet regularly (usually monthly), are led by your fellow Temple members, and consist of anywhere between 3-18 people. Temple Connect is designed to inspire us and transform our lives and the world around us. We want to help you get connected!

Respite Care Atlanta
A collaboration of 7 faith congregations in Buckhead has formed Respite Care Atlanta, Inc., to offer a safe place for adults with mild cognitive impairment to engage with others in stimulating activities. This program provides their dedicated companions with some much needed respite time. This respite care model is staffed exclusively by volunteers. At full launch, the program will operate four days a week from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm. Volunteers are needed to make this endeavor happen! There are many options and time frames to become involved… from greeters, lunch servers, office assistants, companions, piano players, art instructors, cooking demonstrators, flower arrangers, physical fitness instructors, gardening and dance instructors, story tellers (travel, book review, history, etc.). The list goes on and on! If you have a special talent, interest, or knowledge that could help entertain our participants with interesting, fun activities, please contact Lola Battle at batlola@att.net.
Confirmation Class of 2019

There are few prouder moments for The Temple than when we come together to consecrate the confirmation of our young members. This year, we will celebrate on Friday, May 3 at 6:00 pm with the following confirmands and their families. Then join us on Sunday, May 5 at 10:00 am as our confirmands lead us in their confirmation service, followed by a luncheon at 12:00 pm. All of our Temple members are invited to join in this joyous occasion with us.

MAYA ELYSE ALEXANDER
Pamela & Michael Alexander
BRADLEY MORTON BANNER
Susan & Brian Banner
CHLOE HANNAH MAY BEAVER
Mark & Bernadette May-Beaver
JULIUS JOSEPH BERGER
Sally & Harold Berger
MAX RICHMOND BERHOLD
Jeff Berhold & Maureen Richmond
ALISON HANNE
CHRISTMANN-VENER
Ellis Vener & Guinevere Christmann
MATTHEW JACOB COHEN
Julie & Steven Rau & Brad Cohen
SAMUEL HARRISON COPE
James Cope & Sophie Lukashok
ASHLEY RAINA DANZIG
Aaron & Deborah Danzig
avery ryan dascher
Rich & Julie Dascher
LAUREN whitney
EASTMAN
David & Jennifer Eastman
EVA ZOE EHRlich
Craig & Amy Ehrlich
REIS WESTON FIERMAN
Anne & Stuart Fierman
ELIZABETH YOUNG FINK
Robin & Benjamin Fink
MATTHEW HARRISON GENSER
Joanna & Ira Genser
PHOENIX LEE GREENE
George & Natalie Greene
RYAN PHILLIP HOCKSTEIN
Ken & Kim Hockstein
JONAH LOUIS KAPLAN
Paul & Nicole Kaplan
RACHEL ANNE Kroger
Andrew & Lilian Carolina Kroger
BROCK STAR KRONITZ
Andrew Kronitz & Jessica & Lebron Pinkerton
MIA BROOKE LEVINE
Billy & Julie Levine
ANSEL MICHAEL LEWIS
Andrew & Alisa Lewis
STEVEN AARON LIBERMAN
Eric & Julia Liberman
BARBARA MIRIAM LIPSHUTZ
Joanne & Randy Lipshutz
LEAN ELAYSSA LIPSHUTZ
Joanne & Randy Lipshutz
MAXWELL MANDELL LORIE
Adam & Cindy Lourie
IRWIN JOEL LOwenstein
Jen & Stan Loewenstein
JULIANA ROSE MARGOLIS
Heather & Andrew Margolis
DANIEL LARRY MASLIA
David Maslia & Lynne Spielberger
BENJAMIN LOUIS MONTAG
John & Erika Montag
ZOE ELAINE MULQUEen
Matthew & Sharyn Mulqueen
RACHEL HELENE RIES
David & Rebecca Ries
ELI ASHER ROSENBERG
Dr. Erica Brownfield & Dr. Marc Rosenberg
LUCAS ALEXANDER ROSENBERG
Stephen Alan Rosenberg & Eliane Maciel Rosenberg
HANNAH JANE Searles
Dr. Laura C. Seeff & Dr. Charles D. Searles
JESSE ABRAHAM SpOLAN
Mia & Mitch Spolan
LUCY ALINA STROHL
Julie & Doug Strohl
JUSTIN COLE ZWEIG
Glenn Zweig & Jami Becker

An Update from Your Temple Green Team

It is April, Spring is in the air and it is Earth Day is April 22. What better time to update our congregation on our greening efforts!

NO MORE STYROFOAM at Temple meetings and events! This past November our Temple staff worked with their supplier to immediately procure eco-friendly/compostable products for hot and cold cups, plates, bowls and cutlery. Thank you to the Temple staff for this change!

WASTE WISE RECYCLING WORKSHOP was held this past October where congregants learned about the many ways to reduce their carbon footprint by 1) diverting hard to recycle materials from the landfill with https://livethrive.org/about/" CHaRM, 2 composting to reduce methane gas in our landfills and create organic soil with "https://compostnow.org/" CompostNow and eliminating use of single use plastics and how to become Buy Wise with "http://www.gipl.org/" GIPL.

TREE PLANTINGS were held in 2 locations in January on MLK Day and Tu B’Shvat, conveniently on the same day this year. Participating with Tu B’Shvat Atlanta and "https://treesatlanta.org/" Trees Atlanta, Temple members helped to plant over 150 trees along Proctor Creek in the neighborhood of Grove Park, on land where houses stood 100 years ago adjacent to the Proctor Creek Greenway Trail.

GREEN TEAM SUMMIT by GIPL, was hosted at The Temple, in January, welcoming over 130 faith-based congregation members, enabling them to contribute to the greening of their own faith communities throughout Georgia.

In honor of our Earth and in stewardship of God’s creation here are 10 things you can do to celebrate Earth Day:

• Get outside and spend time in nature—did you know there is a Temple Connect Hiking Group?
• Eat vegetarian—did you know there is a Temple Connect Vegan group?
• Say NO to Plastic Bags and Plastic Straws
• Get a programmable thermostat
• Opt out of Junk Mail to save trees
• Use a reusable water bottle and coffee mug
• Plant a Tree
• Buy Local Foods
• Buy and use eco-friendly cleaning products
• Fix leaky faucets

We have much more work to do at The Temple, in our homes, and on our way. If you have ideas for eco activities, sustainability education, the greening of our Temple and transforming our world, please join us by contacting our group through ruth.menter@gmail.com.

Chalom L’atid: Dream for Tomorrow

“Thanks to you, this Endowment Campaign will help establish financial stability for future generations. Creating a strong endowment is the most important thing we can be doing for the future of our beloved Temple.” – Rabbi Peter S. Berg

For more information on the endowment campaign, please visit www.the-temple.org or contact Mark Jacobson, Executive Director at 404-873-1731.
Zaban Paradies Center

Zaban Paradies Center is looking forward to their resident’s graduation and transition into independent living in April. They graduate on April 1st at 7:30 pm and begin to move in the following two weeks. After months of financial and job readiness training, the couples that have been experiencing homelessness will move into apartments. The Center likes to send off residents with Graduations Baskets full of needed supplies for their new homes. Please help us in supporting these couples by donating to the Center. Items needed for the baskets include:

- Toilet paper
- Dish soap
- Dish towels
- Dish rags
- Broom
- Mop
- Dust pan
- Gloves
- Cleaning products (like Fabuloso)
- Paper Towels

Donations for the Graduation Baskets can be delivered directly to ZPC and are needed by April 15th. The center also accepts donations of furniture in good condition. Basic furniture such as sofas, sectionals, coffee tables, dining room sets, or bedside tables are very useful to the residents as they begin to set up their new home. If you have any furniture you wish to donate, please contact Marc Green at marc.green@zabanparadiescenter.org. Other questions or interest in donating to the Graduation Baskets may be directed to Mary Wesley at mary.wesley@zabanparadiescenter.org. As always, the Board of Directors, Staff, and of course our Residents greatly appreciate the continued support of our program as we strive to effect as sustainable change in the homeless community in Atlanta.

Caring at The Temple

Our Caring at The Temple program reaches out to fellow congregants during times of hardship or pastoral need, providing homemade chicken soup and challah to members who are bereaved, ill, recently discharged from the hospital, or are celebrating the arrival of a new child. We have delivered more than 500 soups, and nearly every step of the program—from soup preparation, to delivery (within your zip code), to letting us know about fellow congregants in need—is led by members of our congregation.

Thank you to our Caring at The Temple volunteers who delivered soup this month: Susan Banner, Sandy & Duane Cox, Scott Chalk, Brooke Dickerson, Jennifer Fritz, Libby Gozansky, Eden Kaye, Polly Marchbanks, Debbie Shelton, Jill Spasser, Shayna Steinfeld, Ronnie van Gelder, Eric & Lisa Vayle

To be a part of this program and to fulfill the mitzvah of bikkur cholim (visiting the sick) or to let us know who needs soup, please contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org or 404-875-1731.

We’re Collecting Things!

Don’t know what to do with those empty plastic medicine bottles? We do!

MedShare, a Mitzvah Day Agency, collects surplus medical supplies and used equipment from U.S. hospitals and manufacturers and sends them to hospitals and clinics in third world countries. Peel or soak off the label and bring the bottles to The Temple. A collection box will be in the motor lobby.

Zaban Paradies Center

Zaban Paradies Center is looking forward to their resident’s graduation and transition into independent living in April. They graduate on April 1st at 7:30 pm and begin to move in the following two weeks. After months of financial and job readiness training, the couples that have been experiencing homelessness will move into apartments. The Center likes to send off residents with Graduations Baskets full of needed supplies for their new homes. Please help us in supporting these couples by donating to the Center. Items needed for the baskets include:

- Toilet paper
- Dish soap
- Dish towels
- Dish rags
- Broom
- Mop
- Dust pan
- Gloves
- Cleaning products (like Fabuloso)
- Paper Towels

Donations for the Graduation Baskets can be delivered directly to ZPC and are needed by April 15th. The center also accepts donations of furniture in good condition. Basic furniture such as sofas, sectionals, coffee tables, dining room sets, or bedside tables are very useful to the residents as they begin to set up their new home. If you have any furniture you wish to donate, please contact Marc Green at marc.green@zabanparadiescenter.org. Other questions or interest in donating to the Graduation Baskets may be directed to Mary Wesley at mary.wesley@zabanparadiescenter.org. As always, the Board of Directors, Staff, and of course our Residents greatly appreciate the continued support of our program as we strive to effect as sustainable change in the homeless community in Atlanta.

Caring at The Temple

Our Caring at The Temple program reaches out to fellow congregants during times of hardship or pastoral need, providing homemade chicken soup and challah to members who are bereaved, ill, recently discharged from the hospital, or are celebrating the arrival of a new child. We have delivered more than 500 soups, and nearly every step of the program—from soup preparation, to delivery (within your zip code), to letting us know about fellow congregants in need—is led by members of our congregation.

Thank you to our Caring at The Temple volunteers who delivered soup this month: Susan Banner, Sandy & Duane Cox, Scott Chalk, Brooke Dickerson, Jennifer Fritz, Libby Gozansky, Eden Kaye, Polly Marchbanks, Debbie Shelton, Jill Spasser, Shayna Steinfeld, Ronnie van Gelder, Eric & Lisa Vayle

To be a part of this program and to fulfill the mitzvah of bikkur cholim (visiting the sick) or to let us know who needs soup, please contact Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org or 404-875-1731.

We’re Collecting Things!

Don’t know what to do with those empty plastic medicine bottles? We do!

MedShare, a Mitzvah Day Agency, collects surplus medical supplies and used equipment from U.S. hospitals and manufacturers and sends them to hospitals and clinics in third world countries. Peel or soak off the label and bring the bottles to The Temple. A collection box will be in the motor lobby.

REGISTRATION OPEN NOW!

CAMP MINIMAC

at The Temple

CAMP DATES:
June 17 - August 9

CALL 404-872-8668

To request a camp packet today

Save The Date

CANTORIAL CONCERT

Presented by members of the American Conference of Cantors and Guild of Temple Musicians

In our sanctuary on
Tuesday, June 25 @ 7:30 pm

Free and open to everyone
Dessert reception to follow concert
RABBIS' DISCRETIONARY FUNDS

In Memory of:
Susan Lynn Babush
Dick & Diane Babush
Michael Blonder
Joan & Donald Brown
Elaine Levin
Susie Blumenthal
Joan & Donald Brown
Beloved Aunt Belle Calmet
Janet Lavine
Sandy Coffsky
Linda & Steve Selig,
Cathy & Steve Kuranoff
Eva Davidson
Dr. Gene & Linda Davidson
Beloved father, Arnold Freedman
Nancy & Wayne Freedman
Arnold Freedman
Emilie Haas
Joanne & Jerry Mendel
Edward Gray
Nancy Abrams
Beloved husband, Larry
Jacqui', Andrew & Marilyn
Cohn Gross
Laurence Gross
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Parkhurst
Frank W. Virgin
Dr. Joseph Haas
Emilie Haas
Beverly Handel
Dan & Sylvia Leland
Bert Horwitz
Bunny Mitchell
Helen Horwitz
Bunny Mitchell
Ann S. Jones
Jane & Steven Goldner
Anthony Karpas
Deborah Neese
Sylvia Kessler
Mary Ann Lewis
Lucille Korman
Jackie & Richard Newfield
Max Korman
Jackie & Richard Newfield
Beloved father, David Levison
Joyce Shlesinger
Barbara Levy
Linda & Burt Levy
Our loving father & grandfather,
Freddy Loef
Julie & Evan Weiss
J.L. Mack, Jr.
J.L. Mack III
Florence Melton
Joyce L. Shlesinger
Beloved husband, Mike
Enid Mescon
Sally Nemo
Nancy Abrams
Tina Novick
Cousins, Amy & Robert Arogeti,
Anta Romm, Lisa Kepler
Gertrude Pike
Loretta & Hyman Shapiro
James Rones
Gail Rones
Alice Gotlieb Simensky
Janet Selig
Fannie Shapiro
Loretta & Hyman Shapiro
Harry Stern
Michael Stern
Mary Rose Tobin
Meg Heyer
In Honor of:
Birthday of Janice R.
Blumenthal
Anta Romm
Mary Louise Sherman
Our daughter, Lucy's Bat
Mitzvah
Brent & Laura Gillett
Our wedding
Eugenia George & Peter Jacobson
Wedding of our daughter
Jenny to Brian Greenblat
Susan & Steven Knothe
Wedding of our son, Brian to
Jenny Knothe
Barbara & George Greenblat
Our son, Hampton's Bar Mitzvah
Ryan & Carlton Hudson
Our son, Michael's Bar Mitzvah
Jen & Stanley Lowenstein
Birth of my great-grandson,
Benjamin Manning Rash
Gail Rones
Donations:
Michael & Karen Lucher
Sandra N. Ninfo
Susanna Sawyer
CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory of:
Ruth Mandel
Melissa Sugarman
Arnold Freedman
Marilyn & Josh Shubin
Janice Dattel Levin
Jack Levin
In Honor of:
Bat Mitzvah of our daughter, Lucy
Laura & Brent Gillett
Bar Mitzvah of our son, Michael
Jennifer & Stan Lowenstein
Birth of Jodi Elizabeth
Grossman, Cantor Deborah
Hartman's granddaughter
Susan & Mark Jacobson

ADULT EDUCATION FUND

In Memory of:
William Rau
Jo Ann Rau
Ann Jones
Gail Heller
BROCKEY-ROTHSCHILD INSTITUTE FUND

In Memory of:
Ida Minnie Zwig
Marcy & Jim Solmson
Helen Wax
Jonathan Wax
In Honor of:
Janice Rothschild Blumberg's special Birthday
Dianne Ratowsky
Birth of Dean Louis Gadlin, great grandson of Dianne Ratowsky
Susan & Mark Jacobson

HOLLAND YOUTH LIBRARY FUND

In Memory of:
Jack and Paula Mayer
Weinstock
Ellen & Jack Holland

LENORE E. AND BURTON M. GOLD MEMORIAL FUND

In Memory of:
Lisa Kabus
Lauren & Jim Grien
Sally Nemo
Lauren & Jim Grien

LYNNE AND HOWARD HALPERN ENDOWMENT FUND

In Memory of:
Lillian N. Straus
Joyce & Jay Schwartz
Tracy, Enan, Jacob, Alexandra & Zev Stillman

COMMUNITY SERVICES FUND

In Memory of:
Larry Gross
Andrea & Marcia Moattar
Beloved husband, Charles
Edward Feder
Carol Wien
Beloved father, Charles Alan
Rosenberg, MD
Carol Wien
Evan Weisman, MD
Carol Wien
Ann Jones
Heidi Cohen

ESTHER BLEICH SCHOLARSHIP FUND

In Memory of:
Ann Jones
Minna Shubin
Marilyn & Josh Shubin

In Honor of:
Speedy recovery of Jane Leavey
Marilyn & Josh Shubin
Janice Rothschild Blumberg's special Birthday
Dianne Ratowsky
Birth of Dean Louis Gadlin, great grandson of Dianne Ratowsky
Susan & Mark Jacobson

CARING CONGREGATION

In Memory of:
Jesse Ratner's Bar Mitzvah
The Segall Family
Support The Temple when you shop!

**Kroger Community Rewards**
It’s easy and it doesn’t impact your savings! To enroll, visit kroger.com with your Kroger Plus card handy. Create an account or sign in to your existing account, then enroll by searching our NPO number: ST889. To verify you are enrolled correctly, The Temple's name, "The Temple: THE HEBREW BENEVOLENT CONGREGATION," will appear on the right side of the page. Enrollment takes up to 7 days before you start earning towards The Temple community rewards.

**AmazonSmile**
Shop on AmazonSmile and make contributions to The Temple with every purchase. Visit smile.amazon.com/ch/58-0835812 and change the way you shop!
Our arms are open to nurture your infant with warmth and love at the WELC. Providing a safe and secure environment is always The Temple’s top priority.

INFANT PROGRAM

1. Play-based curriculum: Daily Activities, Sign Language, Infant Yoga, Story Time and more!
2. Parents will receive daily reports and each infant will have an individualized daily schedule and his/her own crib.
3. We have a 3:1 ratio of highly trained, loving, and experienced teachers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Please contact Annetta Kornblum or Sarah Shinsky at 404-872-8668.